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Westurn News Letter 
Issue  164 10 March 2014 

Western  Sydney  Wood-turners  Inc. 

Twin Gums Retreat,  36, Northcott Road, Lalor Park, N.S.W. 2147 

PO Box 4008,  Lalor Park 

Web Site:-  www.westernsydneywoodturners.com 

Thanks to Michelle Rowland 

MP, Member for Greenway for 

her support which includes the 

printing of this newsletter. 

PRESIDENT’S REPORT FEBRUARY, 2014 

 

By the time this arrives the Stitches and Craft Show will be over.   It is a lot of work but in 
the long run, I feel it is well worthwhile for our Club and our Charity. 

You will have noticed by now that the Committee has made the decision to  lock the lathe 
tool boxes.   These a locked and each tool must be accounted for as we now have a total of 
four chucks and keys as well as one insert missing. 

This really affects all members and makes things harder on everyone as more rules have to 
be made to try to combat these things happening. 

On a happier note, our school students appear to be really enjoying themselves with the 
new things they are learning and are turning out some excellent work, thanks to their hard 
working Mentors.   Many thanks to all. 

Demonstrations are picking up for the year so can I ask again if you haven’t been to any 
how about putting your name down and give it a try you will also be helping the willing 
few and giving them a break. 

 

Happy Turning……. 

Bob Young.  
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2013 Westurn Club Commiittee 

President:-              Bob Young 

                                       0408 760 131 

Vice Presidents:- Paul  Collins  JP 

                                    Paul  DeBelle 

Secretary:-  Alan  Eipper 

Treasurer :-  Ken  Vodden 

Grants Officer & 

Membership Secretary:- Raymond Saich 

Catering Officer:-  Fiona  Deane 

Library:-    Gary  Hansell 

Editor:-   John  Satchwell 

   rmo@netspace.net.au 

Web Master  Lindsay  McEwen 

  Lcmcewen@optusnet.com.au 

Trainer:-   Ron  Devine 

Shop Manager  Paul  Collins  JP 

Stores:-   Graham  Dawes JP 

Equipment & 

Maintenance:-  Many  Farrugia 

    Dave  Matthews 

Welfare Officer:- Eddie  Catford 

If you have any problems or information 

Concerning the Club, Please contact any 
of the above. 

SHOP TRADING  HOURS 

Mon:  9:am  to  4pm 

Friday Only:  7:pm  to  9:pm 

See Shop Manager    Paul  Collins JP 

CLUB  MEETINGS 

Second Tuesday of each month 

Come and discuss what concerns you 

At 7:p.m.  Prompt 

Tuesday March  11th 

SATURDAY  WORKSHOPS 

Third Saturday of each Month, for that 

extra turning time:  

          Contact:  Liam  0411 560 984 

$5.00  9:30am to3:00pm 

LADIES  DAY 

Second Saturday of each Month, for the 

Ladies of the area with similar interest. 

CONTACT:-  Anna  DAWES  9638 6995 

MAXI  DAY 

The THIRD Sunday of the Month 

Sunday 16 March 2014   $6.00 

Silver Smithing:  Jack KESTLER on 

9622 0717  If wishing to participate 

$5.00  Extra 

ITEMS FOR SALE 

Club  Shirts                            Badges 

Pepper  Grinders                  Salt  Grinders 

Sand  Paper   Pen Kits 

Letter Openers  Friction  Polish 

Triple “P”   Timber Saeler 

Polishing  Cloths  Perfume  Applications 
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Sunday dawned early, so I thought I would stroll out to get my Sunday paper about 7am. Up at Cessnock the 

"woodies" were already up and starting to collect members who were coming down to see Andy's demo. It 

was great to see so many visitors putting in the effort to travel so far, even to the extent of hiring a minibus. 

The trip took approximately 2 1/2 hours so eve-

rybody was ready for a cuppa on arrival.  After a 

quick look around in the container and the club 

itself most of the visitors were very impressed 

with the range of lathes available and equipment 

in the container. 

I was involved with selling the raffle tickets and 

of course with Santa not in attendance we man-

aged to sell a lot of tickets, the visitors were not 

shy in putting their hand in their pocket to help 

raise money for the club so it was good to see 

both prizes go to them. Andy then started his 

demo and spoke about the fundamentals of what he was 

about to do.  He kept up a lively discussion and encour-

aged questions from the audience which he promptly an-

swered. 

He then started on his work piece, showing how to set the 

borders and how to score each piece in place and then 

fitting the lead which to look at from one end is shaped 

like H. The glass is locked-in in the channels and then the 

next piece is forced into the other channel, at all times 

locking the pieces into each other. 

By this time the lunch break was called, and as 

usual the bill of fare was great Buddha on the 

barbecue with Preso, Fiona & Manny in the 

kitchen assisted by Ana, one of our new mem-

bers provided salads, bread rolls, eggs and a 

plentiful supply of condiments.  Well done to all 

the members who contributed to the lunch. 

After lunch, Show & Tell was to be held and then 

back to Andy's demo. I had to leave before this, 

so I did not see the finished project. I have included some photos to go with the article which I hope will show 

the work that Andy has completed over the years. It was a shame more of our members were not present to 

see such a great demonstration. Thank you Andy.       Rohan McCardell    

ANDY’S GLASS EXPO 
FEBRUARY MAXI DAYFEBRUARY MAXI DAYFEBRUARY MAXI DAY   
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Steve Hitchcock 

Lawrence Benjamin 

Ken Vodden Ray Smith 

Peter Bland Robyn Mahoney 

Graham Murray 

Les Pritchard 

James Singh 

John De’Vos 
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Work to be done. 

A quick note to all club members. We have a 

lot of green timber in the back yard to be 

slabbed , painted and shelved. We all gain 

from this timber so please help out and get it 

slabbed, so it can dry quicker and used.  

     Thanks to the Wednesday gang who made 

a start last week. 

Another quick note to say the 

Stitches and Craft Show is up and 

running with a lot of activity. 

Charity seems to be doing well 

and hopefully members are the 

same. 

A full report will be in next 

months newsletter. 
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THE BACK PAGE 

KNOW YOUR TOOLS    ITEM 4    THE SKEW 

 

The dreaded SKEW. You either love it or loathe it either way it is one of the first 6 tools you buy either 

in a kit or individual purchase. As indicated above the skew can be wide, narrow or oval in cross sec-

tion. The parts of the chisel you will hear refer to are the “long point” or “toe” and the “short point” or 

“heel” this can be argumentive between turners. There is also the “cutting edge” or “blade” depending 

where you have had instructions. The skew is mainly used for cutting beads but can be used for plan-

ning, as a scraper (professionals would be horrified to hear that but I have seen them do it) and a part-

ing tool. Over the years many turners have tried many grinds and ultimately agreed on 70 - 75 degrees 

angle for the cutting edge and a 25 degree concave grind on an 8” wheel. In recent times there has 

been an attempt to change the grind from concave to convex and even a flat grind, at this stage the 

jury is still out however I have had a more positive feedback from the new age turners than the old 

school turners as they feel it is more forgiving and less likely to dig in or skew off. The professionals will 

argue that if you use it properly you won’t have any troubles but we are not all professionals and in a 

lot of cases look for something that will do the job equally as good with a lot less worry and disasters. I 

am not advocating for a moment that you leave the skew in the tool box as it is a very useful tool and 

you will get better at using it the more you practice.  

As this page is directed to the learner and experienced hobby turner I prefer and encourage you to use 

jigs for sharpening as free hand sharpening can only come with years of experience and even with 

some professionals there have been some shockers with more grinds on the face than I have had birth-

days and that is ok if it’s your tool and you can use it that way but for the average hobby turner do 

yourself a favour and use a jig.  

Confidence comes with practice and I suggest you try using the cutting edge at the bottom 1/3 closest 

to the “short point” first, then the middle and the top 1/3. Paying particular attention when using the 

top section near to the “long point” as this is the area that catches and causes the most problems, also 

adjust the angles when planeing to get the best cutting action taking particular attention to having the 

bevel (the back section of the grind) rubbing to give that nice smooth finish. 

Remember practice approach, angles and position, satisfaction and confidence will follow. 

Eddie C.    


